NGOs operating in the Central Mediterranean Sea

At the beginning of the year more than half of all incidents were prompted by a satellite phone call from smugglers or migrants in distress at sea to the MRCC in Rome. The phone call generally resulted in a targeted rescue made by the vessel closest to the migrant boat at the moment of the phone call. At the beginning of the year most rescues were performed by Italian law enforcement, EUNAFORMED or Frontex vessels. NGO vessels were involved in less than 5% of incidents. Then, in June there was a dramatic shift in this process. Firstly, in June the number of rescue operations being performed by NGOs started to rise reaching more than 40% of all incidents in October. Secondly, in June the number of incidents that were preceded by phone calls started to decrease dramatically, to the extent that by October only 10% of all incidents were initiated by a satellite phone call.
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Share of involvement in SAR by various entities present in the Central Mediterranean Jan-Oct 2016

The overall number of incidents increased dramatically over the same period, this means that a significant number of boats are now being apprehended or reused, by NGO vessels, in the absence of official information about their location.

In addition, since June 2016 most of the interceptions involving NGO vessels have been related to detections and interceptions made directly by the NGOs vessels, without distress calls to the Italian MRCC.

The low number of distress calls using satellite phones could be linked to the following circumstances:
• The NGO vessels operating close to the Libyan territorial waters might be able to detect by radar the location of the migrant boats and proceed to rescue them.

• [TEXT REMOVED]

• [TEXT REMOVED] the NGOs boats have powerful lights switched on during the night which makes them visible from far even from the Libyan Coast and working as a beacon for the migrants.

This chart shows the monthly percentage of Satellite Phone calls of migrants in distress received by MRCC Rome from January to October 2016, as well as the growing percentage of rescue operations performed by the NGOs during the same period of time.
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Information [TEXT REMOVED] during the past weekend suggests that some NGO vessels could be retrieving the engines from the migrant boats before the boats are left adrift (see images below). Moreover, the boats left adrift are full of life jackets, which most probably will be sold by the smuggling networks to the migrants.

In this set of images below it can be seen that NGOs are leaving the boats transporting migrants adrift, that they continue to leave life jackets on board and that they are collecting the engines from the migrant boats. In regards of this last issue (the engines) Frontex have requested information from the Italian Authorities that can confirm whether the engines are being delivered to them by NGOs vessels during the disembarkation of migrants in the different Italian ports.
It is important to mention, that currently there are 15 NGO assets deployed in the Central Med (14 maritime and 1 aerial) more than double than last year. [TEXT REMOVED]

In addition, the following issues involving NGOs vessels have occurred in different disembarkation ports in Italy:

- NGOs personnel on board of vessels do not collect evidences from migrant boats, [TEXT REMOVED]
- Migrants who have been rescued by NGO vessels, when disembarked in Italian ports are not willing to cooperate [TEXT REMOVED]
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